Introduction
============

Rumination is a common mental phenomenon, particularly for those with mental illness. Depressed individuals may have chronic, repetitive thoughts about why he or she feels bad, while anxious people often worry that something bad will happen ([@B6]; [@B37]). [@B35] defined rumination as "a class of conscious thoughts that revolve around a common instrumental theme and that recur in the absence of immediate environmental demands requiring the thoughts" (p. 7). When the theme of rumination is an anger-inducing event, angry rumination occurs ([@B46]; [@B12]). Specifically, angry rumination refers to repetitive thoughts about a personally meaningful event that induced anger, accompanied by angry feelings or thoughts about revenge ([@B46]; [@B12]; [@B10]).

Angry rumination is a complex psychological phenomenon involving such processes as social cognition, negative affect, and emotion regulation. It may occur as state angry rumination or as trait angry rumination. In the past decade, research on angry rumination has been conducted in several fields, including personality psychology, social psychology, and neuroscience. Previous behavioral studies have shown that angry rumination is associated with negative outcomes such as aggressive behavior ([@B11]; [@B40]; [@B10]), negative emotion, and depressive symptoms and episodes ([@B44]; [@B8]).

In neuroscience, a number of studies have examined the relationship between angry rumination and brain activity, and suggest that the prefrontal cortex (PFC), amygdala, and thalamus may be the primary brain area related to angry rumination. For example, brain areas in the PFC and limbic system become active and functionally connected during angry rumination ([@B10]). [@B13] found that during angry rumination, people recruited brain regions involved in the intensity of negative affect, as well as those involved in emotional regulation, such as the lateral and medial PFC. One recent study demonstrated that angry rumination may recruit brain regions involved with negative emotions and arousal, such as the amygdala and thalamus ([@B16]). Additionally, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have suggested that angry rumination is associated with activity in a number of frontal regions (e.g., medial frontal gyrus, dorsal anterior cingulate, lateral middle frontal gyrus) ([@B42]; [@B25]).

Trait angry rumination is a kind of personality trait, which is relatively stable across situations and times, reflect a behavior model; while state angry rumination is a kind of behavior response that is not stable and is determined by specific situations. However, such studies ([@B13]; [@B16]) have focused on state angry rumination, which researchers induced by a provocation-focused rumination task or some other experimental protocol. To our knowledge, no study has examined the neural basis of trait angry rumination, which is measured through questionnaires. The present study focuses on the neural structural basis of trait angry rumination.

The neuroimaging studies discussed here have consistently indicated that the PFC, which is involved in cognitive--emotional functions such as emotional regulation ([@B38]; [@B24]) and executive functioning ([@B1]; [@B5]), and the amygdala and thalamus, which are involved in emotional experiences ([@B29]), may play important roles in angry ruminative activity. Therefore, it is reasonable to presume that they are also active in the development of trait angry rumination. Additionally, we hoped to identify which specific regions of the PFC are associated with trait angry rumination by examining the relationship between angry rumination and neural structure. In short, we assume that trait angry rumination may be associated with the regional gray matter (GM) density of certain prefrontal cortical regions (e.g., the middle frontal gyrus and medial frontal gyrus) related to inhibition control, social perception, working memory, and emotional regulation, as well as the amygdala and thalamus, which implicated in an evaluation of affective stimuli ([@B42]; [@B5]; [@B49]; [@B13]; [@B10]).

Prior studies ([@B26]; [@B31]; [@B14]) have suggested that certain psychological variables may mediate the relationship between brain structure and personality traits. Here, we explore the mechanism mediating the density of the PFC and trait angry rumination. For several reasons, we have identified hostile attribution bias as a candidate for this mechanism.

First, hostile attribution bias may influence trait angry rumination. Hostile attribution bias is a kind of interpretation bias in which individuals are more likely to interpret ambiguous situations as hostile than benign ([@B15]; [@B52]). Negative interpretations of ambiguity are a potential cause of rumination ([@B22]). Furthermore, previous studies have indicated that interpretation bias affects angry rumination ([@B28]). Specifically, studies of hostile attribution bias have indicated that hostile information bias automatically captures attention ([@B41]; [@B43]); this capture of attention toward hostile information in turn leads, quite naturally, to rumination upon such information ([@B51]). Prolonged allocation of attention to anger-inducing events is one of the key features of angry rumination; thus, individuals who tend to make hostile attributions may be more susceptible to ruminate in response to anger-inducing events. In addition, hostile attribution bias is a response bias in ambiguous situations: the ambiguity of the situation induces individual to think about it repetitively. Finally, some studies suggest that hostile interpretations are involved in the elicitation of anger ([@B52]). In sum, hostile attribution bias may predict trait angry rumination.

Second, the PFC may also be associated with hostile attribution bias. The neural processes involved in the ability to understand others' intentions have been studied from multiple neuroscience perspectives, such as attribution of intention to others and theory of mind ([@B17]; [@B18]). Regions of the PFC are known to contribute to the development of attribution of intention to others ([@B49]). For example, the dorsal medial PFC becomes active when people make attributions, or inferences about the mental states of others ([@B19]; [@B27]). Some fMRI studies have shown that attributions about others' thoughts and intentions is associated with activity in the mPFC ([@B7]; [@B45]; [@B50]). Finally, attribution about others has been consistently linked to neural networks within the mPFC ([@B17]). In summary, previous studies have shown that the neural processes involved in understanding others' intentions might be correlated with activity in the PFC (e.g., the mPFC and the dorsal mPFC) ([@B19]; [@B17]; [@B27]). Since hostile attribution bias also involves assessment of others' intentions, we assume that it may have a similar neural basis to mindreading about others. Hostile attribution bias may be related to regional GM density of the PFC ([@B33]; [@B39]).

The aim of the study was twofold: firstly, to identify the structural and cognitive mechanisms underlying individual differences in trait angry rumination, and, secondly, to examine the mediating role of hostile attribution bias in the relationship between PFC density and trait angry rumination. We performed both voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and a regions of interest (ROI) analysis. According to previous findings by neuroscientists on angry rumination ([@B42]; [@B13]; [@B10]), ROI selection was based on previous related studies. We hypothesized that individual difference in trait angry rumination would be associated with density in the PFC, amygdala, and thalamus. Finally, given the association between trait angry rumination and hostile attribution bias, as well as the crucial role of the PFC in hostile attribution bias, we hypothesized that hostile attribution bias would be able to mediate the relationship between brain structure and trait angry rumination.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

The study sample comprised 82 healthy volunteers (32 men; mean age = 21.03, *SD* = 1.9; age range: 18--27 years) participated in the study. All participants were undergraduate students from Southwest University in China. Participants were instructed to complete paper--pencil questionnaires and have fMRI scans. Every participant was right-handed, and each completed a questionnaire. All participants signed an informed consent document prior to the experiment and were compensated with money in the final of the study.

Measure of Angry Rumination
---------------------------

The Angry Rumination Scale (ARS) ([@B46]) is a 19-item questionnaire measuring the tendency to ruminate on anger-inducing events. It contains four principal scales: understanding of causes, angry afterthoughts, thoughts of revenge, and angry memories. Items were rated on a four-point Likert scale (1 = almost never; 4 = almost always). We used the Chinese version of the scale, which has been shown in previous studies to have good reliability, good validity, and good criterion-related validity ([@B36]; [@B32]). Furthermore, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of a large sample (*N* = 898). These results revealed that the model fit indices had acceptably fit the data (RMSEA = 0.08, CFI = 0.993, TLI = 0.978, SRMR = 0.014). The results indicated that the Chinese version of the ARS had good construction validity. The Cronbach's alpha in this sample was 0.95.

Measure of Hostile Attribution Bias
-----------------------------------

Hostile attribution bias was assessed using the Hostile Attribution Bias subscale from the Social Information Processing--Attribution Bias Questionnaire (SIP--ABQ) ([@B9]). This questionnaire contains eight scenarios, each describing a situation with a negative outcome and includes a character whose intentions are ambiguous. Participants were asked to rate the likelihood of two hostile explanations (e.g., "My friend wanted to expose my secret"; "My friend wanted me to feel stupid for asking to keep my secret") per scenario on a range from 0 (not at all likely) to 3 (very likely). The sum scores of the 16 items represent the degree of hostile attribution bias. In the present study, we used the Chinese version of Hostile Attribution Bias subscale, which had been tested via another large sample (*N* = 913) by one of the authors. The CFA of that sample revealed that the one factor model fit with the data well, RMSEA = 0.03, CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.997, SRMR = 0.006. The results indicated that the Chinese version of Hostile Attribution Bias subscale had good construct validity. Furthermore, the test--retest reliability was 0.61 (6-month interval) in a large sample (*N* = 942). The Cronbach's alpha in this sample was 0.92.

MRI Data Acquisition
--------------------

Scanning was performed on a 3.0-T Siemens Trio MRI scanner (Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany). MRI structural images were acquired using a magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence (repetition time \[TR\] = 1900 ms; echo time \[TE\] = 2.52 ms; flip angle = 9 degrees; inversion time \[TI\] = 900 ms; thickness = 1.0 mm; resolution matrix = 256 × 256; slices = 176; voxel size = 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm).

Data Preprocessing
------------------

Structural magnetic Resonance images were performed with SPM8 (Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, United Kingdom). First, image quality was screened in SPM8 for artifacts or gross anatomical abnormalities. Second, in order to obtain better registration, we corrected the anterior-posterior commissure (AC-PC) line. Third, we used the new segmentation in SPM8 to segment the images into GM, white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid ([@B3]). Fourth, we administered the Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponential Lie Algebra (DARTEL) method of registration, normalization, and modulation ([@B2]). DARTEL registration involves repeatedly computing the specific template based on average tissue probability maps from all participants, then wrapping each participant's maps into the specific template to improve alignment. To achieve more accurate registration, this process was repeated until an ideal template was generated. In order to preserve the volume of tissue in each structure after warping, the image intensity of every voxel was modulated by the Jacobian determinants. Gray matter images were rigidly aligned and resampled to 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm. The registered images were normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Finally, the modulated images were smoothed to a 10-mm Full Width at Half Maximum Gaussian kernel in order to improve signal-to-noise ratio.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

### Correlation Analyses

All behavioral variables and brain regions were analyzed using SPSS 22.0 software. Descriptive statistics and Pearson correlation were assessed to examine the relationship between GM density and personality traits score.

### Region of Interest Definition (ROI)

Based on previous studies ([@B42]; [@B13]; [@B25]) and our hypothesis, the ROIs were selected because of previous evidence, which included the AAL Library templates ([@B48]), that particular brain areas---including the PFC, the amygdala, and the thalamus---may be related to angry rumination. We then used the Wake Forest University (WFU) Pick Atlas ([@B34]) to delineate these regions and create image masks that were used, according to Small Volume Correction (SVC) procedures, to restrict voxel-wise analyses to the ROI.

### MRI Data Analysis

Statistical analyses of MRI data were conducted using SPM8 software. During this analysis, we used a multiple linear regression to investigate the anatomical correlates of individual differences in angry rumination. In the process of multiple linear regression, angry rumination score was used as the variable of interest, whereas the age, gender, and total GM density were entered as the covariates of no interest. In the analyses, the statistical significance of ROI analysis was set at *P* \< 0.05 at cluster level and corrected using non-stationary cluster correction ([@B20]) with a voxel-wise level of *P* \< 0.001.

In order to define the significantly correlated region, we first saved the results of the significant cluster. We then extracted the ROI signals from each participant's data using REX toolbox (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, United States).

### Mediation Analysis

In order to determine whether hostile attribution bias could mediate the relationship between regional GM density and angry rumination, we conducted a mediation analysis. Mediation analyses were conducted using the PROCESS macro in SPSS ([@B21]). In this study, angry rumination was the dependent variable, hostile attribution bias was the mediating variable, and the GM density of regions of the brain associated with angry rumination was the independent variable. The PROCESS macro used bootstrapped sampling to compute the indirect mediation effect. In this study, we drew 5,000 bootstrapped samples and bias-corrected 95% confidence intervals. The indirect effect of the independent variable on angry rumination through hostile attribution bias was significant when confidence intervals did not include zero.

Results
=======

Structural Imaging Results
--------------------------

We administered a multiple regression model to investigate the association between neural structure (measured in terms of GM density) and trait angry rumination. Age, gender, and total GM density were entered as covariates of no interest and regressed out. In the process, we created image mask (including entire PFC, amygdala, and thalamus) that were used to restrict voxel-wise analyses to the ROI. ROI analyses revealed that angry rumination was positively associated with GM density in a cluster that mainly included an area in the left middle frontal gyrus (left-MFG) (*x* = -43.5, *y* = 40.5, *z* = 18, cluster size = 287, voxels, *t* = 4.62, *p* \< 0.05; see **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** and **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** for the peak coordination regions).

![Brain regions that positively correlated with angry rumination. **(A)** The left middle frontal gyrus (left-MFG) with gray matter (GM) density was positively correlated with angry rumination. **(B)** Scatter plots depicting correlations between angry rumination and left-MFG.](fpsyg-09-00526-g001){#F1}

Correlation Analyses Results
----------------------------

Descriptive statistics and Pearson correlation coefficients for behavioral variables and brain regions were presented in **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**; they show that hostile attribution bias was positively correlated with trait angry rumination (*r* = 0.41, *p* \< 0.01), indicating that participants with high hostile attribution bias may also have high trait angry rumination. On the other hand, we observed a significant positive correlation between hostile attribution bias and left-MFG (*r* = 0.27, *p* \< 0.05).

###### 

Descriptive statistics and correlations between behavioral variables and brain regions (*N* = 82; men = 32).

  Measure                          *M*    *SD*   Range           1          2         3
  -------------------------------- ------ ------ --------------- ---------- --------- ---
  \(1\) Angry rumination           1.96   0.62   \[1.05,3.79\]   1                    
  \(2\) Hostile attribution bias   1.07   0.51   \[0.06,2.13\]   0.41^∗∗^   1         
  \(3\) Left-MFG                   0.56   0.02   \[0.51,0.62\]   0.49^∗∗^   0.27^∗^   1

∗

p

\< 0.05;

∗∗

p

\< 0.01.

###### 

Summary of the gray matter density associations with angry rumination.

  Brain region                    H   MNI coordinate *x y z*   Peak *t*-value   Cluster size (mm^3^)
  ------------------------------- --- ------------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
  Positive correlation left-MFG   L   -43.5 40.5 18            4.62             287

left-MFG, left middle frontal gyrus; H, hemisphere.

Mediation Results
-----------------

In order to assess our hypothesis, we first examined the relationships between hostile attribution bias and GM density in a cluster that correlated with trait angry rumination. As expected, we found that hostile attribution bias was positively correlated with a left-MFG cluster (*r* = 0.27, *p* \< 0.05). These results indicate that trait angry rumination, hostile attribution bias, and left-MFG density are closely linked. In order to examine whether hostile attribution bias mediated the relationship between trait angry rumination and left-MFG density, mediation analysis was performed using the PROCESS macro in SPSS 22.0 (using PROCESS model 4, basic mediation). As illustrated in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**, hostile attribution bias significantly mediated the relationship between left-MFG density (95% confidence interval = \[0.02, 0.18\]) and trait angry rumination.

![Hostile attribution bias mediates the association between brain structure and angry rumination: path diagram of the mediation analysis demonstrating that the left-MFG affected individuals' angry rumination through hostile attribution bias. Total effect (c): *b* = 0.48, *SE* = 0.09, *p* \< 0.001. Direct effect (c′): *b* = 0.41, *SE* = 0.09, *p* \< 0.001. Indirect effect (ab): *b* = 0.08, Boot *SE* = 0.04, 95%CI = \[0.02, 0.18\]. ^∗^*p* \< 0.05; ^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01; ^∗∗∗^*p* \< 0.001.](fpsyg-09-00526-g002){#F2}

Discussion
==========

The neural basis of angry rumination has received considerable attention ([@B42]; [@B16]), but no research has focused on the topic of trait angry rumination. In this study, we used VBM to explore the association between brain structure and trait angry rumination in healthy individuals. We discovered that greater density in the left-MFG is associated with higher trait angry rumination. Our results are in some ways consistent with the neural basis for state angry rumination. Several studies have shown that state angry rumination was associated with activation of the PFC, which are implicated in the evaluation of affective stimuli ([@B42]; [@B13]; [@B16]; [@B10]; [@B25]). Our study lends further support to these results with the finding that the left-MFG was also associated with trait angry rumination, suggesting that the left-MFG plays an important role in both state and trait angry rumination.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to reveal the neural basis of trait angry rumination. Activation of the left-MFG has been consistently found to be associated with working memory ([@B54]), processing social information and social perception ([@B49]), memory retrieval ([@B47]), processing emotional stimuli ([@B4]) and emotional regulation ([@B38]). These cognitive functions of the left-MFG are consistent with the cognitive factors of rumination or trait rumination. Furthermore, this region is also found to be proposed as the cortical focus for both the storage and the processing components of working memory in the human brain ([@B30]), which are crucial for the formation of angry rumination. In addition, trait rumination is related to the ability to ignore distracting information while maintaining relevant information ([@B23]; [@B53]). The positive correlation between trait angry rumination and left-MFG indicated that the higher density in left-MFG might help individuals to regulate their angry emotions, maintain anger-inducing events in working memory, thus leading to higher levels of angry rumination.

As expected, GM density in the left-MFG is also associated with trait hostile attribution bias. The left-MFG is associated with processing social information and social perception ([@B49]). Presumably, hostile attribution bias might induce some particular patterns of cognitive processing associated with both the automatic capture of and rumination upon hostile information ([@B28]; [@B22]). Furthermore, hostile attribution bias is a kind of interpretation bias when it occurs in ambiguous situations ([@B15]). Individuals who tend toward hostile attribution biases should have some hostile related knowledge structures and schemas stored in their memories, which they retrieve when explaining the social information arising from these ambiguous situations. The left-MFG was found to be associated with memory retrieval ([@B47]), which may be crucial for the hostile attribution process in ambiguous situations. Based on this evidence, hostile attribution bias may recruit the left-MFG, which is related to the functions of social perception and memory retrieval.

Our behavioral data show that the scores for hostile attribution bias were strongly and significantly correlated with trait angry rumination. This result is similar to those of previous studies that indicated that interpretation bias---especially hostile attribution bias---is strongly related to angry rumination ([@B51]; [@B22]). Previous findings also show that individuals who exhibit hostile attribution bias prioritize hostility-inducing information, and that hostility-inducing information can elicit anger. Consequently, chronically prolonged rumination on hostile information and anger may promote the development of trait angry rumination. In addition, hostile attribution bias is a response bias that occurs in ambiguous situations. The ambiguity of these situations induces individuals to repeat angry mental cues. This repetitive activity that may also promote the development of trait angry rumination. It therefore seems evident that hostile attribution bias might play an important role in shaping trait angry rumination.

The results presented in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}** demonstrate that hostile attribution bias mediated the association between left-MFG density and trait angry rumination. This finding sheds light on the underlying cognitive mechanisms of trait angry rumination with respect to the effects of GM density in the left-MFG. Results of this study suggest that the neuroanatomical characteristics may influence cognitive habits and preferences, such as hostile attribution bias, which in turn affect the development of cognition traits such as trait angry rumination.

Regarding this study's limitations, the sample included only young, highly educated adults; it is unclear whether our results would be replicated in other samples. Future studies could focus on replicating these results in other samples, such as adults from the wider community. Second, our research utilized a cross-sectional design, which is unable to demonstrate causal relationships; therefore, prospective longitudinal studies are needed to explore potential causally related associations between the left-MFG density, hostile attribution bias, and trait angry rumination.
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